Romet “CONCILIATORY BACK-UP COUNTER”

The Conciliatory back-up counter is a mechanical back-up index located in the rear thrust cover of the rotary meter pressure body. The no drag design ensures low flow accuracy in not impinged. It is completely independent from the main index on the front cover of the meter. It can be provided with a window to permit periodic inspection or in a “blind” configuration. In the blind configuration, there is no window so the counter is hidden in the rear cover so as not to cause confusion with normal meter reading. The blind configuration also serves as a tamper resistant feature, because a customer attempting to tamper with the main index will not be aware that there is back-up.

The Conciliatory back-up counter also gives peace of mind for meters with a fully electronic indexes, such as the ECM2 versions. In the event of a lightening strike or other catastrophic electronic failure, there is still a mechanical back-up. The Conciliatory back-up counter is available on all Romet meters.